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Dear Mr. Fields: 

Susquehanna International Group, LLP ("SIG" or the "Firm") appreciates the opportunity to 

comment on the above-referenced BOX Options Exchange LLC ("BOX" or the "Exchange") rule filing. For 

the reasons noted below, we believe that the BOX proposal to allocate Preferenced Orders of five (5) or 

fewer contracts ("Small Size Orders") in full to the Preferred Market Maker would foster order 

internalization, impose an unreasonable burden on competition not necessary or appropriate in 

furtherance of the purposes of the Securities Exchange Act (the "Act"), and harm investors and the 

public interest in contravention of Section 6(b)(5) of the Act. Accordingly, SIG opposes this proposal and 

respectfully requests that the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC" or the "Commission") 

disapprove the same. 

The Small Size Order Proposal Would Burden Competition Through Internalization 

The Small Size Order proposal would foster the internalization of orders by market maker firms 

that have affiliated order flow providers and/or can afford to pay other brokers for preferenced order 

flow. Those firms will receive enhanced trade participation while other market making firms are 

disenfranchised. This competitive disparity will add to the years-long trend of market making firms 

exiting the options market; which in turn results in less competition and liquidity, and wider quotes. It 

likewise creates an additional barrier to entry into the options market by new market makers. The 

consequent public harm from this liquidity reduction would be significant, as market makers provide 

approximately 90% of listed option liquidity to public customers. 

This material public harm would not be stemmed by BOX's claim in its rule filing that the Small 

Size Order proposal "will be beneficial to the Exchange and the market by providing an incentive for 

vigorous quoting by multiple market makers per class since a Preferred Market maker must be quoting 

at [the] NBBO in order to receive the small lot allocation preference"; nor by its requirement that 

"Preferred Market Makers are responsible for heightened quoting obligations that must be met in order 

for them to receive Preferenced Orders." Both conditions are currently required of BOX Preferred 

Market Makers in order to receive Preferenced Orders, so they are already incented to engage in this 

conduct.1 The Small Size Order proposal simply adds a gratuitous reward to the benefits already 

realized by the Exchange's Preferred Market Makers without any change to their current conduct. 

1 BOX Rule 7300(c)(2)(ii).
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Significantly, the Small Size Order proposal does not incent Preferred Market Makers to improve 

the NBBO, and is instead awarded if a Preferred Market Maker merely joins the NBBO. As quotes widen 

due to the aforementioned lack of competition, Preferred Market Makers may simply join the wider 

quotes to be assured of their enhanced trade participation. The proposal, then, perversely benefits 

Preferred Market Makers through its consequent quote widening, as they may internalize order flow 

with greater edge. 

In the short term, this would turn the BOX into an internalization exchange, but the harm would 

quickly expand across the entire listed options market. If the SEC approved the Small Size Order 

proposal for the BOX, other exchanges would seek to adopt similar rules to be competitive. Indeed, in 

opposing a similar proposal by EDGX Exchange, Inc. ("EDGX"), the International Securities Exchange 

("ISE") noted that it and the other options exchanges "would have little choice but to copy [the EDGX 

proposal] if approved."2 As noted by the ISE, this would extend the internalization to larger sized orders, 

as providers may unbundle them into Small Size Orders across exchanges. 3 This would further 

disenfranchise market makers without affiliated order flow providers or the ability to pay other brokers 

for preferenced order flow; and, would exacerbate their flight from the market and the resultant 

deterioration of liquidity to public investors. 

The Small Size Order Proposal is Unlike Specialist Small Size Order Allocations 

Box claimed in its rule filing that its Small Size Order proposal does not raise any new or novel 

issues, by seeking to liken its proposal to small lot specialist allocations provided by "the vast majority of 

options exchanges." This comparison is inapt. 

Specialists have fair and orderly market obligations beyond those of market makers, and their 

small lot allocations are part of the balance between these heightened obligations and rewards. There 

is no reason to upset this balance by diverting this reward to market makers with lesser obligations to 

the market. 

Moreover, small lot allocations incentivize specialists to maintain tighter quotes, as they must 

compete for this order flow. The BOX proposal has no such incentive, as Preferred Market Makers may 

receive the allocation benefit by merely joining an existing quote and relying on their ability to 

internalize via their preferencing arrangements. 

For these reasons, SIG believes that the BOX Small Size Order proposal unnecessarily and 

inappropriately burdens competition, and harms investors and the public interest. We accordingly 

request that the Commission disapprove this proposal, and thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

/-J(/11,� 
Richard J. McDonald 

2 ISE letter to Brent J. Fields, dated July 28, 2015, commenting on SR-EDGX-2015-18, p. 2. In the face of

commenter opposition, EDGX withdrew its proposal. 
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